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The #1 Political Thriller and #3 Conspiracy Thriller during Amazon's recent free Kindle edition
promotion.  Over 45 weeks as an Amazon top 100 Political Conspiracy Thriller (Kindle edition).  Also,
voted Top 150 in Goodread's Best Thrillers and Top 40 in Best Conspiracy Fiction.                                  
                                                                           

Identical ritual murders two thousand miles apart.  A missing Mormon relic long thought to be just a myth. 
Investigating the connection, what reporter Michael Chenault uncovers may not only determine the next
Presidential election, but cause an entire religion to come tumbling down.  If he can stay alive.

In the tradition of Steve Berry, Raymond Khoury, and Dan Brown, The Moroni Deception is a cleverly
conceived, twisting tale of political and religious intrigue by a new master of the conspiracy thriller.  Here's
what thriller writer extraordinaire Brad Meltzer and several top Amazon reviewers had to say:

". . .(check out) first time author Jack Brody's The Moroni Deception. . ." -author Brad Meltzer

". . .this story is riveting. . .If you like action and mysteries. . .then I highly recommend this book."  -
Dave Edmiston (Amazon Top 500 Reviewer)

For those "who enjoy fast-paced action this book will not disappoint. . .All-in-all it makes for an
enjoyable, semi-historical read."  -Robert Steven Thomas (Amazon Top 1000 Reviewer)

"Well researched and a very nicely wound plot. . . . An eye opener.  Contains some history and mystery." -
R. Bennett

"This is a great book.  I like how easy it flowed and the story line was great.  Brody is on par with Dan
Brown!" - C. Blose

". . .a sharp, intricate, political thriller." -J. Metzger

"It is similar to Brown and Stieg and very well written." -M. Stewart

"A historically accurate "edge of your seat" novel with lots of twists and a surprise ending. You will
find it difficult to put this book down. . .I'm an ex-Mormon and I loved it; I found nothing religiously
offensive about it at all."  -George H.

"Very well written, great story line with lots of interesting twists in the story. The author managed to
make history fun and interesting. If you enjoy reading political and or religious thrillers you will love
this book." - N. Negron

"Fantastic characterizing and strong plot. It is one of those special books you can't put down." -Ray

"This is a page-turning political thriller that will leave you wanting more. If you like Dan Brown's
novels then you'll love this. . . Definitely one of the better books that I have read recently." -Emily
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From reader reviews:

Norman Eiland:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind expertise or
thinking skill possibly analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book than can satisfy your
short time to read it because this time you only find e-book that need more time to be go through. The
Moroni Deception can be your answer since it can be read by a person who have those short time problems.

Anh Huckaby:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make anyone
to understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information easier to share.
You can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon. You
can observe that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. The book that recommended to you
personally is The Moroni Deception this book consist a lot of the information with the condition of this
world now. This kind of book was represented how do the world has grown up. The language styles that
writer use for explain it is easy to understand. The actual writer made some exploration when he makes this
book. Honestly, that is why this book appropriate all of you.

Eric Vegas:

Is it you actually who having spare time in that case spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just laying on the bed? Do you need something new? This The Moroni Deception can be the
solution, oh how comes? It's a book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your spare time by reading
in this fresh era is common not a nerd activity. So what these publications have than the others?

Lori McDonald:

In this particular era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability in doing something more are
more treasured than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple way to have that.
What you are related is just spending your time not much but quite enough to possess a look at some books.
One of many books in the top collection in your reading list is usually The Moroni Deception. This book that
is qualified as The Hungry Hills can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking right up and
review this book you can get many advantages.
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